Orthophonic RCA Turntable Operation
Record Stabilizer arm
Pickup Arm
Speed Control
REJ-ON-OFF control
45 (large hole) record adaptor
Platter

To turn on your new record player, spin the platter with your finger until it rotates at least one time.
This is only necessary if the rej-on-off control seems stuck. This happens only occasionaly and usually
after a move. Choose the album or albums you wish to play. Put the speed control on the correct speed
by turning the knob so the pointer is on the correct speed. Lift up the stabilizer arm from the rear post
end. If you try to lift it from the front, it will jam in place. Swing the stabilizer arm out of the way and
place your album-s on the spindle. Swing the stabilizer arm back into position to balance the record-s.
Push the Rej-on-off lever to the left all the way. It is spring loaded so when you release it, it will spring
back to its resting position. You should hear a click as it turns on the on-off switch and the platter starts
turning. The pick-up arm will lift from its normal resting place and when the record drops, it will swing
into the correct position for the size of the record and slowly set down on the first groove. Use the
knobs on the amplifier for correct loudness and tonal quality. When the pick-up arm moves across the
record, on the last groove it will swing up and out of the way for the next record to drop. If there is no
record, it will sit down on its resting post and the rej-on-off will click, meaning the electronics and
turntable have turned off.
To play large hole 45’s, lift the stabilizer and swing it out of the way. Put the speed control on 45.
Remove the 45 adapter from it’s storage and push it down over the spindle while being careful it’s
alignment is correct. Place your 45’s on the adaptor and swing the stabilizer back into position. It will
drop down and hold the records. Follow the previous instructions. When the last record has played, it
will turn off.

